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Allied Military Mission, in Stavka, 92-4; leaves Stavka, 111; on Bolsheviks, 180; communications threatened, 197
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Bessarabia, 152; treasure train bound for, 135, 140, 141; Rumanian troops in, 152-3; 168-9; Rumania retains, 171
Biras, General, 44-5
Black Sea sailors, terror inspired by, 160; massacre officers, 163, 166; pass resolution against war with Rumania, 165, 167; organize reception for author and Boyle, 165-6
Bolsheviks, agitate for Soviet régime, 90-1; author's belief in co-operation with, 94; declare end of secret diplomacy, 98-9; facilitate work of author and Boyle, 99, 105-6; Moscow headquarters of, 105; fear of army, 114; and Rumania, 117, 150, 151 et seq.; attack Briansk station, 127; search of treasure train, 128-31; capture Petrograd, 179 (note); agents of Germany, 180-1; author on, 181; and the church, 185; British Government and, 189; rations of, 191; author organizes espionage system for, 193; Evacuation Committee of, 193-4; general hatred of Russians for, 194-6; and Allied troops in N. Russia, 201-2; fifth All Russian Soviet Congress of, 205-10; warrant to arrest author, 213; House Committees of, 223; Reilly's plot against, 236-9; Lettish guards of, 237; Red Terror of, 240-1, 253; Secret Service of, 275-6
Boyle, Colonel Joe ("Klondyke"), 88-9, 178; and Soldiers' Councils, 92-4; in railway smash, 94-5; in Smolny Institute, 97-101; obtains passes, 100-1; in Moscow, 103-7; and South-Western railways, 104; unties Moscow railway Knot, 104-7; revisits Stavka, 108-13; and Krylenko, 112-
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Katerina, 178-9; seizes railway carriage, 96; in Smolny Institute, 97-101; meets Lenin, 100; obtains passes, 100-1; unites Moscow railway Knot, 104-7; and Krylenko, 112-13; and Rumanian treasure, 115 et seq., 122 et seq., 126 et seq., 135 et seq., 144 et seq.; propitiates Ivan, 177-18; as engine-driver, 146-7; receives Rumanian honours, 148; and Rumanian army, 150; a Rumanian legate, 153, 156; establishes private information bureau, 156-7; sent to get oil from S. Russia, 157-8, 162; as Russo-Rumanian mediator, 158, 162-3, 165, 168-72; in Sevastopol, 163-6; in Odessa, 167-73; leaves Odessa on false alarm, 172-3; separated from Boyle, 173; meets Maruia Nikiforova, 173-6; plans guerrilla warfare, 177, 197, 202-4; at Soviet Congress, 179; on Bolsheviks, 181; as Secret Service agent against Germans, 182, 188, 193, 197; in Haritonenko House, 183-6, 188; and Trotsky, 189-90, 193, 213; organizes Bolshevik espionage system, 193; and Evacuation Committee, 193-4; secret organizations of, 196-7, 202, 214 et seq.; courier service of, 197, 213, 228, 231, 233; attempted assassinations of, 197-8, 204-5; organizes resistance in Ukraine, 202-4, 212, 230; and Radek, 210-11; and landing at Archangel, 212-13; warrant out for arrest of, 213; escapes into hiding, 214-16; disguise of, 216-17; new name of, 217; ménage at secret headquarters of, 218-23; coding system of, 223; grows beard, 224-5; enters film studio, 225-6, 247; dangerous mistakes of, 220-7; blows up gasometer, 230; reorganizes courier service, 231-2; buys antique shop, 233; sends wireless messages, 234-5; aids Reilly's escape, 245-6; and confectioner's shop, 247-9; in Kharkov, 250-2; increasing difficulties of, 253-4, 258; and Cheka raid, 254-7; escapes from Russia, 258, 261; and blackmailer, 259-60; wears uniform at farewell dinner, 260; swims back to Russia, 261; interviews Chief, 262-3; sent on mission to Black Sea, 262; bets with Reilly, 264-5; and Padernik, 265; British political officer, 266-7; on mission in Greece, 268-73; visits Whirling Dervishes, 270-3; gains plans of Adrianople forts, 273
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Joffe, Comrade, author interviews, 98-9, 114; gives author passes, 100-1; death of, 101

Jassy, capital of Rumania, 117, 140; treasure train reaches, 147; starvation conditions in, 149-50; author takes mail for, 158; Boyle carries peace treaty to, 170-2
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Johansen, Irma, 80-1

Jonesco, Take, 151-2

KALAMATIANO, arrest of, 244; cross-examinations, 257-8

Kamenev, 102; at Brest Litovsk, 179 (note)

Kaplan, Dora, 239-40

Karahant, 99-100

Kayes, monasteries of, 66-7

Kerensky, 86; ill-fated offensive of, 84; responsible for collapse of army, 85; author meets; 85-6, 90; outlaws Military Revolutionary Committee of Soviets, 90; flight, 91; Savinkin's necessity for killing, 195-6

Kharkov, maniac in command of, 160, 162; author visits, 250-2; Germans in, 251

Kherson, 163

Kieff, 133; treasure train arrives at, 134; scene in the streets of, 136; train detained at, 137-9; German occupation of, 172; assassination of Eichorn at, 203

Klein, Minnie, 73-4
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Kotyov, Nico, 59-62

Kremlin, 185; Rumanian treasure in, 116, 118

Krylenko, Ensign, 112; given command of Russian armies, 108, 179 (note); at Stavka, 109-13; and death of Dukhonin, 112-13; advises demobilization of army, 114-15

Kupyanova, 161

L., LIEUTENANT, with author in Struma valley, 43 et seq., 51 et seq.; at Greek army manoeuvres, 44; attack of dysentery, 55, 58

Lapland, 81

Laventie, 31-2

Lawrence of Arabia, Colonel, 74

Lenin, Red guard of, 90; commandant Smolny Institute, 97; difficult to see, 99; assists author, 100; death of, 102; proposes German armistice, 108; receives deputation of Diplomatic Corps, 136; relations with, 179-81, 182; speaks at Congress, 183; at fifth Soviet Congress, 207; and Lettish guards, 237; attempted assassination of, 239-40

Levitt, 236-7

"Light and Shadow," 178

Lindly, Sir Francis, 158

Linkevitch, 74

Lockhart, Bruce, 188; mission of, 189; arrest of, 228, 238, 241; and Letts, 237; conspiracy attributed to, 241; and author's escape from Russia, 258, 261

Lody, Karl, 274

Lubianka, 257

MACKESEN, General, 116

Mackenzie, Compton, 72-3

McKinder, Sir Halford, 157

Military Revolutionary Committee of Soviets, 90-1

Mirbach, Count, at fifth Soviet Congress, 207, 209; assassination of, 210

Mohileff, special conference at, 85; mass in cathedral, 91; see also Stavka

Monastir, 68-70

Moscow, 84; in hands of Bolsheviks, 90; railway Knot at, 94, 99, 104-7; street fighting in, 103-4, 210; Central Railway Board of, 103-6; Bolshevik headquarters in, 105; funeral procession in, 108; Rumanian treasure in, 116, 118-21; Soviet Congress in, 179; new capital of Russia, 179; author in, 179, 183 et seq.; Aviation Park of, 194, 197-8; "Chauve Souris" in, 198-9; fifth All Russian Soviet Congress in, 205-10; author in hiding in, 218 et seq.; food shortage in, 226; wireless station of, 234-5; Red Terror in, 240-1

Mouravioff, Colonel, 167; lends car, 170; escapes from Odessa, 172-3; author's pass from, 172; and guerrilla warfare, 177
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  31-2; British, escapes with
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  and literate, 39-40; dropped
  from aeroplane, 59 et seq.;
  execution of, 68-70
Stalin, 102
"Stalky and Co.," 53
Stavka, special conference at,
  85: Kerensky at, 85-6, 90;
  Inter-Allied officers at, 86-7;
  meeting of Soldiers', Sailors'
  and Peasants' Council, 92-4;
  death of Dukhonin at, 109-13
Stchastny, Admiral, 209
Stockholm, 76-81
Struma valley, Allies preparing
  to occupy, 43; author and
  Lieut. L. in, 43 et seq., 51
  et seq.; Varda wind in, 48;
  Bulgarians in, 48, 51-2;
  Austrian map of, 54-5;
  author's happy days in, 58-9
Sverdlov, Comrade, death of,
  102; at fifth Soviet Congress,
  206, 210
Sweden, 76-7; Russian frontier
  of, 81

Tchabatcheff, General, 150, 153
Ten Days' Truce, 179 (note)
Terioki, 83
Theorides, 74
Torneo, 81-2
Traitor, definition of, 3; caught
  red-handed, 31-2
Trotsky, Lev Davidovich, 189-90;
  difficult to see, 99; exiled,
  102; proposes German armistice,
  108; at Brest Litovsk,
  156, 179 (note); makes "No
  War, No Peace" declaration,
  180 (note); relation of, with
  Germany, 180-1; author and,
  190, 193, 213; secretary of, 191;
  at fifth Soviet Congress, 206
Turks in Adrianople, 269

Ukraine, republic of, 135-6;
  German invasion of, 168; at
  Brest Litovsk, 180 (note);
  German supplies from, 182;
  German rest camps in, 202-4;
  author foments unrest in, 203-4, 212;
  blowing up of
  gasometers in, 230
Ukrainians, 135; defend Briansk
  station, 127; fire on treasure
  train, 133
Uritysk, 101, 240

Vapnyarka, 140-7
Venizelos, Eleutherios, 71-2
Vertement, Colonel de, 239
Vi, 219, 229-30; as messenger,
  224; and code signal, 229;
  cross-examined by Cheka,
  242-3
Vladivostock, 202
Volodarsky, 101
Vologda, 179
Von Kuhlmann, Herr, 180 (note)
Vorovsky, 101

War Affairs Collegium, 114-15
Warrender, Sir Victor, 83
Whirling Dervishes, 270-3
White Army, 161-2
White Russians, dislike of assassin-
  ation, 196; in author's
  courier service, 231, 233
White Sea, 182
Willows Camp, Victoria, 30
Wilson, Woodrow, "Fourteen
  Points" of, 155
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  136; songs of, 139; aids escape
  from Vapnyarka, 142, 144
Varoslav, 202, 210, 212

Zalkind, M., 156
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